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THE CLASSIFICATION OF
SUBJUNCTIVES: A STATISTICAL
STUDY*
JAMES

L.

BOYER

Besides providing statistical information not easily available elsewhere and offering supporting elements within each classified use,
this study seeks to explore two related subjects which are clarified by
this inductive study. They are (l) the parallel between the iva + subjunctive construction and the infinitive, and (2) the occurrence of
future indicatives in many instances where aorist subjunctives might
have appeared. Both of these are significant to the exegete.

*

*

*

INTRODUCTION

ris not within the intended scope of this article to deal with the
I theoretical
question of the primary significance of the subjunctive
mood or with the question of its historical origin and development. I
begin with the basic understanding that the subjunctive mood expresses some doubtfulness, contingency, or uncertainty by reason of
futurity. My purpose is to classify the various constructions in which

'Informational materials and listings generated in the preparation of this study
may be found in my "Supplemental Manual of Information: Subjunctive Verbs." Those
interested may secure this manual through their local library by interlibrary loan from
the Morgan Library, Grace Theological Seminary, 200 Seminary Dr., Winona Lake,
IN 46590. Also available is "Supplemental Manual of Information: Infinitive Verbs."
This augments my article "The Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study" GTJ 6
(1985) 3-27. I plan to prepare other supplemental manuals as time permits, beginning
with one on participles.
This study is one of several published in GTJ on related aspects of the grammar of
the Greek NT: (1) "Project Gramcord: A Report" (I [1980] 97-99); (2) "First Class
Conditions: What Do They Mean?" (2 [1981] 75-114); (3) "Second Class Conditions
in New Testament Greek" (3 [1982]81-88); (4) "Third (and Fourth) Class Conditions"
(3 [1982]163-75); (5) "Other Conditional Elements in New Testament Greek" (4 [1983]
173-88); (6) "The Classification of Participles: A Statistical Study" (5 [1984]163-79);
and (7) "The Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study" (6 [1985]3-27).
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the subjunctive appears in the Greek NT, providing statistical information about these structures in general, and about many of the elements
which appear in them. The system of classification is the traditional
one found in most grammars.
THE SUBJUNCTIVE IN INDEPENDENT CLAUSES

Hortatory Subjunctive
Usually named first of these independent or main verb uses of
the subjunctive is the hortatory subjunctive, in which "the speaker
is exhorting others to join him in the doing of an action,'" as in
I John 4:7: 'Ayuml1:oi, ayU1!('ii~Ev an"AOll~ I 'Beloved, let us love
one another,.2 Thus it serves to supply the deficiency of the imperative
mood which like English has no first person forms.J It is almost
always in the plural (66 of 69 occurrences); the three exceptions seem
to express a slightly different sense. Rather than an exhortation addressed to self there is an invitation to someone else to permit the
speaker to do something, as in Luke 6:42 (= Matt 7:4); 'AiiEAlp!\,
iilpE~ EK~aAffi 1:0 KaplpO~ 1:0 EV 1:0 Olp8UAJ.l0 aOll I 'Brother, let me
take out the speck that is in your eye'. The other example of a first
person singular is Acts 7:34, with similar meaning.
The example just given also illustrates another frequent characteristic of the hortatory subjunctive: the use of an introductory
imperatival word immediately before the subjunctive. The words so
used in the NT (and their frequencies) are iilpE~ (3), iilpE1:E (I), iiEii"tE
(3), and iiEiipo (1).4 The first two are aorist imperatives but function
as mere hortatory particles. The last two are adverbial particles, with
the ending inflected as if to show their imperatival nature. All four
function elsewhere as equivalents of a full imperative. s
Deliberative Subjunctive
The subjunctive is also used in deliberative questions, in which a
person asks himself or another what he is to do,6 as in Matt 6:31 1:1
I H. P. V. Nunn, A Short Syntax of New Testament Greek (Cambridge: Cambridge
University, 1951) 82.
'Unless stated otherwise the translation of biblical examples is from NASB ..
3 A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of
Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman, 1934) 93.
4Th is usage also characterized this construction in classical Greek, using liye, £peps,
or DEUpO. It continues in modern Greek in ii<; (shortened from /iCPE<;).
'BAGD, 125, 176.
'Nigel Turner, Syntax, vol. 3 of A Grammar of New Testament Greek by J. H.
Moulton (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1963) 98.
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<payfiJllEV I 'What shall we eat?' Not all examples are deliberative,
however, and BDF expands the title to "the Doubtful [Dubitative] or
Deliberative Subjunctive 7 (cf. Matt 23:33: n&~ <pUYTJtE; I 'How shall
you escape?'). The use of the subjunctive in these sentences points to
the doubtful, hesitating quality of subjective consideration.
Normally questions in the subjunctive use first person, singular
or plural (57 of 102), but when these questions are quoted indirectly
the first person may change to second or third. Even beyond this
there are a few instances where the deliberation is not with one's self,
but advice is being asked from another party. Mark 6:24 (ti uhi)OfiJllat; I 'What shall I ask forT) does not mean that Herodias is
deliberating with herself-rather she is asking her mother's advice.
Matt 27:22 is a similar case.
These may be simple questions or introduced by an interrogative
pronoun or adverb, such as ,1 (54), t1~ (I), n&~ (18), nOD (6), onou
(2), no8Ev (I), and n010~ (I). Five times the indirect question is preceded by the substantivizing article.
The deliberative question (as the hortatory subjunctive) may be
preceded by an introductory word, i.e., 8tt.Et~, 8tt.Et€, or ~out.€o8€
(as in classical). If these are thought of as proper verbs the subjunctive
clause then would be an object clause replacing the frequent infinitive
object. But the absence of a conjunction and the parallel with the
introductory hortatory particles make it at least possible to consider
these as compressed, deliberative, double questions, as in Matt 20:32
t1 8tt.€t€ noti)ofiJ UlltV I 'What do you want? What shall I do for
yoU?'8 (In I Cor 4:21 the editors of the UBSG NT even punctuate the
sentence as two questions.)
There are other ways to express the deliberative question. (I) The
future indicative is used, as in Luke 22:49; Rom 3:5; 4:1; 9:14. In
Luke 11:5 the future indicative is used first, followed by two subjunctives, each connected with the future indicative by KUt. (2) Even
the present indicative is used, as in John 11:45. (3) A paraphrastic
construction using lid or IiUvUllat plus an infinitive may also be used,
as in Matt 12:34; Acts 16:30.

Aorist Prohibition
Strange as it may seem to the beginning Greek student, the use
of the subjunctive instead of the imperative in aorist prohibitions is
native to Greek from earliest times. Robertson says, "It seems clear

'BDF,185.
8My translation; NASB renders this subjunctive as if it were an infinitive object

clause: 'What do you wish me to do for youT
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that originally both in Sanskrit and Greek prohibition was expressed
only by the subj. Hence the growth of the imperative never finally
displaced it.,,9 In the NT as in classical Greek these negative commands are almost always in the subjunctive mood when they use the
aorist tense. The exceptions are few lO and there seems to be no clear
difference in sense. All of them are third person, but there are also 6
examples where third person aorist prohibitions are in the sUbjunctive
mood.
Since these subjunctives are substitutes for the imperative, a consideration of them will be included in a later study of that mood.
Here it may be sufficient to point out that they sometimes occur with
an introductory <Spa or <SpatE, as in classical and parallel to introductory words with hortatory and deliberative SUbjunctives. The
prohibition is introduced by lliI or one of its compounds.

Emphatic Future Negation
The sense of this construction is clear; the most emphatic way to
say that something shall not happen in the future is to use ou lliI with
the subjunctive mood. But it is not so clear by what process this
construction arose, nor why it means what it does. The SUbjunctive
does not naturally express such certainty, and the doubling of the
simple negative might seem to make an affirmative, but the case is
not so simple. The grammarians review the theories with varying
conclusions. l l I prefer to think of it as a form of litotes; i.e., the
second negative (lliI) negates the subjunctive verb and together they
express a doubtful idea; the first negative (ou) negates the doubtful
clause introduced by lliI. As a whole the clause communicates that
"there is no doubt about it; it is not an uncertain matter."
The first negative in two instances is a strengthened form of ou
(ouXi, Luke 18:30; OUDE, Rev 7: 16); in two it is preceded by a doubling
OU08 (Luke 10: 19; Heb 13:4).
This category of SUbjunctive use is not limited to the independent
or main clause classification. It may appear anywhere an indicative
might appear, in <Sn substantive clauses (II), in relative clauses (9), or
in object clauses (I). In Mark 13:2 it occurs both in the main clause
and in the subordinate relative clause.

9Robertson. Grammar, 841.
JOThere are 8 aorist imperatives with

j.tft as compared with 88 subjunctives. One is

in Matt 6:3; the other 7 are in 3 parallel passages of the synoptic gospels, Matt 24: 1718
Mark 13:15-16 Luke 17:31.
IICf. Robertson, Grammar, 929; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena, vol. I of A Grammar of NT Greek (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1906) 188ff.

=
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Not strictly within the present scope of study but closely related
to a major item to be dealt with later is the occurrence of this construction with the future indicative instead of the sUbjunctive. 12

Doubtful Assertion or Cautious Statement
Is the subjunctive ever used in the New Testament to express
doubtful assertion~what we express in English by "I may do it"? It
would seem to be a natural sense, but the answer is not clear. Classical
Greek grammars speak of such a use; for example, "the present subjunctive with 1lT] may express a doubtful assertion, with 1lT] ou a
doubtful negation.,,13 Turner says it is "rare in the NT,,14 and cites
three possible examples. Matt 25:9 has a variant reading 1lT]1tOT& OUK
apKl:crl] which then could be read 'Perhaps there might not be sufficient for us and you'. The edited text has instead the ou 1lT] + subjunctive construction, 'No, there will not be enough for us and you
too'. The second example is 1 Thess 5: 15 which seems most naturally
to be a simple prohibitive subjunctive, 'See that no one repays another
with evil for evil'. If it is indeed a subjunctive of cautious statement
the meaning might be, 'Look, someone might repay with evil', a
rather unlikely choice. The third example is 2 Tim 2:25, an admittedly
difficult sentence: 1lT]1l0TE oWl] uuwiC; 6 eEOC; Il&TaVOlUV / 'if perhaps
God may grant them repentance'. This translation in NASB could be
proper for a SUbjunctive of cautious statement, but NASB marginal
note points to Acts 8:22 as a parallel in sense, where the grammatical
structure is entirely different. Turner translates the phrase 'perhaps
God will give'. BAGD makes it elliptical, involving an imbedded
deliberative question: '(seeing) whether God may perhaps grant'. 15 At
any rate, this may possibly be the only example of a subjunctive of
doubtful assertion in the NT.
THE SUBJUNCTIVE IN DEPENDENT CLAUSES

By far the more frequent use of the subjunctive mood is in dependent or subordinate clauses. 16

"There are 13 examples: Matt 15:6; 16:22; 26:35; Mark 13:31; 14:31; Luke 21:33;
John 4:14; 6:35; 10:5; Gal 4:30; Heb 10:17; Rev 9:6; and 18:14. Variant readings would
provide morc.

"H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar for Schools and Col/eges (New York: American
Book Co., 19(6) 297.
14Turner, Syntax, 98.
"BAGD,519.
1681.5%. or 1513 instances to 344 in "main verb" clauses. Even this is not an
accurate representation, for as I have shown above in dealing with the independent
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In Final (Purpose/ Result) Clauses
The largest group of dependent subjunctives is found in final
clauses, those expressing purpose or result, or, as they are referred to
in some grammars, telic or ecbatic. '7 One example is Rom 5:20: VOf-LO<;
8(; reapElcrijA.8EV iva reA.EOvucru 10 reapure1mfIa / 'And the Law came
in that the transgression might increase'. These clauses are introduced
by a variety of conjunctive expressions: iva (405), iva fiT] (91), iva
fIT]8E (I), iva fIT]8d s (2), iva fIT]re01E (I) (total with iva 500); fiT] (3),
fiT] rems (5), fIT]re01E (25) (total with fiT] 33); Drew<; (33), Drem<; iiv (5),
Drew<; fiT] (3) (total with Drews 41). These are all consistent with older
Greek usage, except that the iva clause is greatly extended because it
so often serves as a paraphrasis for the infinitive,18 and Drew<; has lost
ground.
The same lack of distinction between purpose and result is to be
seen in these clauses as with the infinitives of purpose,'9 though in
most cases the context makes the sense clear. The vast majority are
true purpose clauses (97%). There are four examples where the sense
clearly seems to be result/o one of which is especially difficult to
understand if it expresses purpose: John 9:2: 'Pa~~t, Tt<; ilfIaPTEV, ...
iva TU<j>A.OS YEvvT]8ij; / 'Rabbi, who sinned ... that he should be born
blind?' In 12 instances 21 I have considered the matter undecided, although I would lean toward their being result. The list of those cases
which are not clearly purpose or result could be greatly expanded.
Another parallel with the infinitive of purpose is the frequent use
of these subordinate purpose clauses after intransitive verbs of motion,
and almost without exception the same verbs are involved (clva~aivw,
KaTU~aivm, and EPXOfIUl and its compounds). Also transitive verbs
(like clreocrTEA.A.m and reEfIrew) use the subjunctive purpose clause and
the infinitive of purpose interchangeably.

In Substantival or Noun Clauses
These noun clauses will be treated next because they are closely
related to the final clauses~they are not second in frequency of
uses, many of them were found within subordinate clauses, particularly in the deliberalive where the question is being quoted indirectly and in emphatic negation which may
appear in any clause.
1738%, or 574 of 1513.
"BDF, 1%-202.
I'ef. my article, "The Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study," GTJ 6
(1985) 10-12.
2OJohn 9:2; I Cor 7:29; Phil I :26; and I Thess 5:4.
21Matt 23:26, 35; Luke 9:45; 11:50; 12:36; 16:26 (2); John 4:36; 6:5; Rom Il:lI;
2 Thess 3:14; and 2 Tim 1:4.
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occurrence. 22 Indeed, they are identical with the final clauses in form,
using the same conjunctive phrases and the same subjunctive mood.
Until NT Greek was recognized as a part of Koine Hellenistic Greek
rather than of older, classical Greek, grammarians and commentators
went to great pains to insist that these must be interpreted as telic.
Now they are recognized as a legitimate idiom of the language of that
time and are treated separately.
The following conjunctive phrases are used in these nominal
clauses: tva (198), Iva fl." (IS), tva fl.TJIiEi~ (2) (total with tva 215); fl."
(16), Il" nOlJ (I), fl." 1t(O~ (4), fl."nOtE (3) (total with fl." 24); 61t(o~ (14).
Like the final clauses from which they were derived, these nominal
clauses most frequently function in places where infinitives could have
been used.
As Subject
There are 19 subjunctives in subject nominal clauses. Ten are
subjects of an impersonal verb (OlJfl.<PEPEl [9] or AlJ<Jl't€A€1 [I]), as in
John 16:7: OlJll<PEPEl DIlIV tva i:yili emEA8w / 'it is to your advantage
that I go away'. Four are subjects of the copulative verb {;ativ
(whether expressed [3] or understood [I]), as in Matt 10:25: aPKEtOV
tiii fl.a8TJtij Iva YEVTjtal ffi~ 6 IillilioKaAo~ aD'tOu / 'It is enough for the
disciple that he become as his teacher'. Five are subjects of a passive
verb (liiliwfl.l [2], ypa<pw [2], or STjtEW [I], as in I Cor 4:2: STJt€ltal EV
tOl'; olKoVOllot,; tva moto,; n~ €Dp€8ij / 'It is required of stewards
that one be found trustworthy'. Elsewhere the infinitive is used commonly.
As Object
A very large number of subjunctives appear in clauses which
function as the object of a verb. These will be classified according to
the different types of verbs which have these clauses as objects.
Robertson says that these clauses are "found with verbs of striving,
beseeching, commanding, fearing. ,,23 I will follow that pattern, but
supplement it by calling attention to the close parallels with object
infinitives.

With Verbs of Striving. The first category includes verbs which
express effort to bring about an action ('to attempt', 'to accomplish',
'to cause', 'to plan', etc.), as in John II :53: an' i:KEiVTJ'; ouv tfi~
Tjfl.Epa~ i:~OlJA€UOaV1:o tva anOKtElVW01V autov / 'So from that day

22There are 251 instances (17%), making them fourth in frequency.
23Robertson, Grammar~ 991.
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on they planned together to kill Him'. There are 28 which use a tva
clause as object: nOtEOl* ('to cause', 7), b:Ot/ltl~Ol (3), 'ti811/lt ('to
appoint', 3), uyaAAttlOl (2), uyyapsuoo (2), POUASUOl (2), OW'tiSlll.lt (2),
nEiSOl ('to persuade', 2), CJUI.lPOUAEUOl* (2), uvaCJElOl (1), 1;I1AOOl (1),
and ~11'EOl* (I); (total 28). Compare this group with the second
category of complementary infinitives. Those marked with the asterisk
also use the infinitive object (three more [listed below] have cognates
which use the infinitive).

With Verbs of Wishing. enOl is the only verb of wishing which
uses the tva clause as object, e.g., 1 Cor 14:5: BEAOl OE ntlv'ta~ U/la~
AaAElV yAroCJCJat~, /laAAOV OE tva npO<Pll'tsUll"tS / 'Now I wish that
you all spoke in tongues, but even more that you would prophesy'.
eEAOl is used this way 8 times; there are 3 elliptical constructions in
which SEAOl probably should be supplied. This usage is parallel to my
first category of complementary infinitives which includes SEAOl with
other verbs of similar meaning. Note that in the example cited the
same verb has both an infinitive and a tva clause complement.
With Verbs of Permitting. 'Acpilll.lt more frequently uses a
complementary infinitive construction, but the tva clause can express
the same sense, as in Mark 11: 16: Kat OUK Tj cptSV tva 'tt~ OtSVEYK1J
CJKEUO~ Ota "tou tSpou / 'And He would not permit anyone to carry
goods through the temple'. In the other example included in this
classification, OiOOl/lt (Mark 10:37) occurs in the sense of "to give [the
privilege] to [do something], to grant, to permit." The tva clause
describes the gift which they were seeking permission to have. This
use parallels the third category of complementary infinitives.
With Verbs of Beseeching. There are 64 sUbjunctives in this
category. As object clauses of these verbs they express the content of
the thing asked or sought and are thus a kind of indirect discourse, as
in Col 1:9: npoCJwxo/lEVOt Kat atWU/lSVOt tva nAllPOlSfj'tE "ti]v i:niYVOlCJtV "tou SSA~/la,O~ au"tou / 'to pray for you and to ask that you
may be filled with the knowledge of His will'. The following conjunctions are used: tva (49), tva /l~ (6), and onOl~ (9). The verbs
which use this construction are napaKaA€Ol* (21), npoCJEuXOl.lat* (16),
EPOl'ttlOl* (15), OEOl.lat* (6), ahEO/lat* (2), and 4 other instances where
there is ellipsis requiring that "pray" or "ask" be supplied.
With Verbs of Commanding. The object clause uses the subjunctive (also a form of indirect discourse) to express the content of
the command 33 times, as in Luke 4:3: dnE 'tiil Ai8cp wU"tcp tva
YEVll"tUt iipw~ / 'tell this stone to become bread'. The verbs with
which the sUbjunctive is so used are stnov* ('to command', not simply
'to say') (6), Em'ttl.ltloo (6), OWCJ"tEAAOl (4), yptlcpOl* (4), A€yOl* (3),
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U1tay-yf}.. Aro* (I), paAAro (I), i5taJ.lapTUp0J.lat * (I), EJ.lq>aivro (I), EVT£AAro* (I), E~OPKi~ro (I), KTJpUaaro* (I), 1tati5EUro (I), 1tapaY-YEAAro*
(I), and auvTi8TJJ.ll (I). The conjunction is almost always Iva (28), or
one of its negatives, Iva J.lTJ (2), tva J.lTJi5Ei~ (2), or 01tro~ (I).
It should be noted that this object clause with a subjunctive verb
is used only when it would have been a command or request in a
direct quotation, or in the imperative mood. It is not used with an
indirectly quoted simple statement, which would usually be on with
the indicative. The infinitive of indirect discourse may be used with
either statements or commands. Thus tva with the subjunctive is
equivalent to some infinitives, on with the indicative is equivalent to
some infinitives, but a tva clause is never equivalent to a on clause.
The mood is significant-nominal clauses use the subjunctive when
they refer to something indefinite, doubtful, subjective, potential, or
future. 24

With Verbs of Fearing, Apprehension. A group of verbs which
express fear, warning, or apprehension, often in English followed by
'lest', may express the ground for that apprehension by a nominal
clause with a sUbjunctive verb/ 5 as in Acts 5:26: Eq>OPOUVTO yap TOV
AaDv, J.lT] Al8aa80iatv / 'for they were afraid of the people, lest they
be stoned'. The conjunction characteristically used is J.lTJ (15), but
these occur also: J.lTJ1tOTE (3), J.lTJ 1tro~ (4), J.lTJ 1tOU (I), and even Iva (3)
and tva J.lTJ (I) occur with PA£1tro. The verbs used are PA£1tro (,watch
out for') (II), q>OPEOJ.lat * (10), EmaK01tEro (2), 1tPOaEXro* (2), and
aK01t£ro (I). In one instance the governing verb should be supplied,
probably with PAE1tro.
As Limiting or Epexegetic
A nominal clause with a subjunctive verb often explains or limits
another substantive (a use termed 'epexegetic' when used of an infinitive). The substantive so described may be noun, an adjective, or a
pronoun.

Limiting a Noun. The Iva clause can define the meaning or
application of a noun, as with E~ouaia in Mark II :28: Ti~ aOl Ei5roKEV
TT]V E~ouaiav tva mum 1totij~; / 'who gave You this authority to do
24This has also been seen in indirect questions; they normally use the indicative,
but when they are deliberative in nature they preserve the sUbjunctive.
25The indicative also is used with this construction. "M" in an expression of
apprehension is combined in classical with the subjunctive if the anxiety is directed
towards warding off something still dependent on the will, with the indicative of all
tenses if directed towards something which has already taken place or is entirely
independent of the will" (BDF, 188).
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these things?' The conjunctions used are tva (30) and 01tW~ (4). This
usage is parallel to the epexegetic infinitive, and 8 of the 16 nouns so
described also use the infinitive construction.

Limiting an Adjective. The subjunctive can be used in a clause
to limit an adjective, as in John 1:27: ou OUK Eilli [tyw] ii~lO~ tva
Maw auLOu 'tov illav'ta LOU u1tOOillla'to~ / 'The thong of whose sandal
I am not worthy to untie'. The adjective ii~lO~ is related to 'untying'.
The conjunction is always Iva (6). Three of the 4 adjectives so limited
also occur with the epexegetic infinitive (the fourth occurs in its
negative form).
Limiting a Pronoun. A sUbjunctive clause can also limit a pronoun, as in John 17:3: athT] liE tonv Tj airovlO~ 1;wil, iva YlvroOKWOtv
crE / 'And this is eternal life, that they may know Thee'. The iva
clause stands in apposition to and is explanatory of the pronoun
aihT]. The conjunctions used are Iva (28), Iva /til (I), and Ilil (I). The
pronoun in each case is oU'to~. This same construction also uses the
infinitive frequently.
In Indefinite Clauses
"Ordinary relative clauses simply define more exactly a definite
antecedent, and take the construction and negative of simple sentences. ,,26 Thus the mood is indicative and the negative used is ou.
But when the antecedent is indefinite the relative is accompanied
characteristically by the indefinite modal particle iiv or tav and the
mood is sUbjunctive. These indefinite relative clauses are usually expressed in English by adding '-ever' to the relative: whoever, whenever, wherever, etc. Strictly speaking the term includes the clauses
introduced by the relative adverbs of time, place, etc., and in this
larger connotation they comprise the second largest category of subjunctive usageY For clarity, I will deal with them in several categories, using the term 'indefinite relative clauses' for those introduced
by a relative pronoun. Those using relative adverbs of time, place,
etc., will be labeled accordingly.

"Smyth, Grammar, 359.
27J. Greshem Machen, in his New Testament Greek for Beginners (New York:
MacMillan, 1950) 175, says "This is one of the commonest uses of the subjunctive,"
and includes among his examples one indefinite relative clause of place. The actual

counts are: indefinite relative 137, indefinite temporal 205, indefinite loeational 10,
indefinite comparative 6; total 358 or about 24%. Many grammarians term this construction "conditional relative clause," drawing very precise analogies between it and
the various patterns of formal conditional clauses. See my discussion in "Other Conditional Elements," GTJ 4 (1983) 183-84, esp. n. 29.
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Indefinite Relative Clauses
Indefinite relative clauses characteristically use a subjunctive and
are introduced by a relative pronoun with the indefinite particle, as in
I John 4:15 o~ EUV <'>~oAoyijau 011 'ITJaou~ Eallv <'> uio~ 1:0U eGOG /
' Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God'. The pronouns used
are the simple relative o~ (110), the correlative oao~ (14), or the
indefinite relative oall~ (12). The indefinite particles used are iiv (82)
or U1V (51).28 In the 3 cases where an indefinite particle is absent, the
pronoun itself is indefinite. 29
Indefinite Temporal Clauses
Clauses expressing time constitute a second type of indefinite
relative clause which uses the subjunctive mood. The time referred to
is indefinite or unknown, always future to the viewpoint of the
speaker, as in Matt 2: 13: Kai laet EKEi E(()~ iiv Ellt(() aot / 'and remain
there until I tell you'. There is a great variety of introductory expressions, including conjunctions, temporal adverbs, and improper prepositions with a genitive relative pronoun as object. 30 Most of them
include the indefinite particle iiv or Utv. The actual combinations are
as follows: o1:av (124), E(()~ (12), E(()~ iiv (20), E(()~ ou (14), E(()~ 01:0U
(4), iiXPl (4), iiXP! Ti~ (I), iiXP! ou (2), iixpt~ ou (3), iiXpt~ ou iiv (I),
~exp! (I), ~expt~ ou (2), Emlv (3), 6aUK!~ EUV (4), w~ iiv (3), u<p' ou
iiv (3), TjviKa iiv (I), TjviKa I':uv (I), and ltpiv 11 iiv (I).
A large number of temporal clauses uses the indicative mood,
including some which are introduced by the same conjunctive phrases
used to introduce the subjunctive. When a temporal clause refers to
definite or known time the normal mood is indicative. When the time
is indefinite or uncertain because it is still future or not yet known the
normal mood is subjunctive.
Indefinite Local Clauses

In a few instances clauses introduced by relative adverbs of place
use the subjunctive, as in Mark 14: 14: OltOU EUY datAeu Ellta1:E 1:('jl
oiKOOEalt01:U / 'wherever he enters, say to the owner of the house'.
The adverbs used are OltOU (9) and ou (I); in every instance it is
followed by the indefinite particle EUV (9) or iiv (I).

"Cf. Moulton, Prolegomena, 423; BDF, 57; and Robertson, Grammar, 190-91.
290 0''tl<; in James 2:10 (twice); in Heb 8:3 the antecedent of the relative is an
indefinite pronoun.
301]<;, antecedent T,llepa<;; ou, antecedent XP6vou (supplied); and owu (gen. of
oem<;).
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Indefinite Comparative Clauses
Comparative clauses almost always use the indicative mood, but
two passages (using 6 verbs) have the comparative particle ro~ followed by the subjunctive. I Thess 2:7 has ro~ EUV which clearly is
indefinite and understandably takes the subjunctive. In Mark 4:26 ro~
is followed by 4 sUbjunctive verbs and the indefinite particle is missing
in the earliest manuscripts. J ! BAGD J2 calls this "gravely irregular fr. a
grammatical viewpoint" and suggests textual corruption. BDF points
out the need for "the indispensable EUV or Ihav."3J But Robertson 34
argues that EUV is not indispensable with the sUbjunctive (for example,
temporal ro~ in some manuscripts of Gal 6: 10) and claims that the
sUbjunctive alone makes it indefinite.
Tn Third Class Conditional Clauses
The third largest group (328, or 21.7%) of subordinate subjunctives occurs in the protasis of the simple future condition which characteristically is introduced by ECtV or iiv and has its verb in the
subjunctive. The mood reflects accurately the basic significance of
this construction, that of potentiality or indefiniteness by reason of
futurity.J5 This construction is usually introduced by f:CtV (241),36 f:CJ.v
111'1 (63), av (4), Kav (13), f:UVltSP (3) (total with ECtV 324); and by si
(I), SITS ... slls (2), {;K10~ Ei 111'1 (I) (total with Ei 4).37
SPECIAL CONSIDERA nONS

The Iva Clause as an Equivalent to the Infinitive
It is not within the scope of this study to explain or even to trace
the historical development by which the Greek language ultimately
lost its infinitive before the encroachment of the tva clause; rather I
will survey the situation as it was in the Greek in the NT. As on with
the indicative increasingly became a substitute for the infinitive in
indirect statements, so tva with the sUbjunctive became a substitute
for the infinitive in indirect commands and requests. But beyond this,
J(Por example, x, B, and D.

12BAGD 897
"BDF 1'92 .
34Robe'rtso~, Grammar, 968.
J5For a full treatment the reader is referred to my previous article, ·'Third (and

Fourth) Class Conditions," GTJ 3 (1982) 163-75.
36 The numbers here indicate the times the subjunctive verb occurs in these constructions, not the number of third class conditional sentences.
37 For a discussion of these anomalous constructions see my articles "Third (and
Fourth) Class Conditions," 164 and "Other Conditional Elements," 174-75.
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the Iva clause became an alternative expression for almost every function of the infinitive. It seems important at this point to demonstrate
this, and to let it impact the interpretive process.
A comparison of the functions of the infinitive with those of the
Iva clause shows their remarkable parallels. Even in older Greek both
were used to express purpose, but in the NT the infinitive increases in
frequency, particularly with verbs of motion. In contrast with this
tendency, the use of the infinitive in its noun-functions shows a sharp
decrease in favor of the on or Iva clause. Every use of the infinitive
demonstrates this. In this section I will examine the relationship
between the Iva clause and the infinitive.
The iva clause is used as the subject of impersonal, predicative,
and passive verbs, as is the infinitive. 38 It is used as the object of
many verbs which often use the complementary infinitive, as, e.g.,
verbs of wishing (StAW), verbs of striving and doing (btbWJ.ll, ETOlJl6.1~w, rrstew, rrOlEw, crUJ.lPOUASUW, 'tiSTJJ.ll, STJAOW, STJ'tEW), verbs of
permitting or granting (alptTJJ.ll, 8t8wJ.ll), as well as other verbs of like
kind which do not use the infinitive in the NT. The Iva clause also
forms the object of verbs of mental action and communication which
take the infinitive of indirect discourse, such as verbs of beseeching
(ahEOJ.lUl, 8EOJ.lal, Epw't(iw, rrapaKaAEw, rrpocrsuX0J.lal), and verbs of
commanding (arrayycAAw, bLUJ.lap'tupOJ.lal, £Irrov ['to order, command'], EV'tEAAW, ypalpw, KTJpUcrcrW, Af.yW ['tell to'], rrUl8Euw, rrapayyf.AAW, and crUV'tLeTJJ.ll). Note that the Iva clause is used in indirect
discourse only with verbs of beseeching and commanding, where the
direct discourse would have been in the imperative. For indirectly
quoted statements on + indicative can be used in place of the infinitive. A clause introduced by Iva, Iva J.lT], or J.lT] with a subjunctive
verb is also used as object after verbs of fearing and apprehension
(lpOPf.OJ.lUl, rrpocrf.xw) where occasionally the object infinitive occurs.
The substantival Iva clause also substitutes for an epexegetic
infinitive, one which limits or qualifies or stands in apposition to
another substantive. Again it is found frequently with the same words
as the infinitive, such as nouns (POUAT], xpda, Xpovos, EV'tOAT],
EUKUlpta, Ei;oucria, Sf.ATJJ.la, ropa), adjectives (ai;LOS' 8iKaLOs, iKavos),
and in apposition to the demonstrative pronoun ·ou'tos.
Even the so-called "imperatival infinitive" has its counterpart
with the "imperatival tva c1ause,"39 although both are probably misnamed and should rather be considered elliptical, with some governing
verb to be supplied from the context.
"Examples of these and the following will be found above in the various classifications.
39Cf. Turner, Syntax, 94-95. For my discussion of the imperativai infinitive see
"The Classification of Infinitives: A Statistical Study," GTJ 6 (1985) 14-15.
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That leaves only one infinitive usage without a parallel tva construction, the articular infinitive after prepositions to express various
adverbial relationships. Indeed this is one of the two uses of the
infinitive which in NT Greek shows an increase, the other being the
purpose infinitive.
This very close correspondence between the infinitive and the tva
clause must certainly be taken into consideration in the exegetical
process. For example, I John 1:9 (1tt(n6~ tcrnv Kai 8iKato~ tva all>ij
l]J.llV I 'He is faithful and righteous to forgive) should be understood
so that the tva clause is epexegetic to the two adjectives. It is not a
purpose clause-forgiveness is not the purpose for which God is faithful and just. To see it as result would be clearer ("so that He will ... "),
but the epexegetic infinitive provides the clearest sense.

The Ambivalence of the Future Indicative
with the Aorist Subjunctive
A Definition of the Phenomenon

In places where an aorist subjunctive verb might be expected,
occasionally a future indicative is found. This does not happen in the
reverse, however; never does an aorist sUbjunctive occur where a
future indicative might be expected:o The future functions normally
as an indicative, but it also functions in certain situations where the
subjunctive (the potential future) might be expected.
Historical Background
Grammarians have attempted to explain this ambivalence by
resorting to a study of the historical development of the language. 41
Several factors have been suggested. (1) Historically the future indicative may have originated from the aorist sUbjunctive. (The aorist
subjunctive functioned as a simple future in Homer, for example.)
(2) There was always some duplication and confusion in form between
the two, either in actual identity of spelling (e.g., AUcrro, for both fut.
indo and aor. subj.) or in similarity or identity of sound between the
long and short thematic vowel (e.g., A6crEt and A6crllt [later written
A6crlJ], or A6crOJ.lEV and A6crroJ.lEV). (3) This confusion is often demonstrated in variations between manuscripts of the same text. (4) The
""°For example, there are 4 places where El is followed by a subjunctive verb~ in
none of these can it be explained as a substitute for a future indicative (d in I Cor 14:5
and Rev II :5; EirE in I Thess 5: 10). See my discussion of these in "Other Conditional
Elements." GTJ 4 (1983) 175. In each instance the element of future contingency is
present and the subjunctive is the expected mood. It is the conditional particle that
needs explanation.
41 BDF, 183, 186-88; Robertson, Grammar, 924-28, 984.
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basic significance of the subjunctive is always futuristic; its connotation of doubtful assertion or potentiality is by reason of futurity-it is
uncertain because it has not happened. Even when the subjunctive
was used to describe an event which was only a possibility to the
speaker at that time, the verb would often be changed to the indicative
after the fact.
Survey of the Occurrences
Since a list of subjunctives such as has been the basis of this
study is compiled from form rather than function the instances where
a future so functions are not included. And a list of future indicatives
would have to be subjected to the same type of study as I have
attempted here on subjunctives in order to discover which categories
of usage are parallel. I have not yet done this, so I have attempted to
find these ambivalent future indicatives from the other end-by searching the constructions which normally take the subjunctive in order to
find instances where the future is found instead. It would be too
much to expect that I have found them all.
This ambivalence occurs in most of the classified functions of the
subjunctive. Among the main-clause uses it may be found in deliberative questions 42 but it clearly is present in the emphatic negation
category as well: ou 11" + future indicative. 43
This ambivalence between aorist SUbjunctives and future indicatives occurs most frequently in places where the SUbjunctive would be
expected in subordinate clauses. It is rare in conditional" and relative
clauses,45 as well as temporal indefinite relative clauses. It normally
uses the subjunctive verb but twice the future indicative is found: 6 It
42A few possible examples found were Luke 22:49; John 3:12; Rom 3:5; 4:4; 9:14;
even a present indicative is found in John 11:47. But not all future questions are
deliberative; those so described usually show an element of anxiety or perplexity. The
examples just cited may be matter offact examples of a simple future question.
"Matt 15:6; 16:22; 26:35; Mark 13:31; 14:31; Luke 21:33; John 4:14; 6:35; 10:5;
Gal 4:30; Heb 10:17; Rev 9:6; 18:14.
44

Luke 19:40; Acts 8:31. There are also examples of other tenses in the indicative

after eo.v: present (I Thess 3:8) and perfect (I John 5:1)). Cf. my article "Other
Conditional Elements," GTJ 4 (1983) 175.
45 1n relative clauses the indicative is normal, and only in the category called
'Indefinite Relative' would the subjunctive be expected. But the term 'indefinite' may be
a bit confusing. For example, it is not merely that the relative has an indefinite
antecedent (in Matt 7:24)-the pronoun is the indefinite relative cane; but the mood is
indicative, as it is also in 10:32 where the future indicative occurs naturally in an
exactly parallel passage. (But cf. Matt 7:12 where the indefinite particle €<IV appears
along with a verb in the subjunctive.) This construction looks at the action itself as
indefinite or uncertain by reason of futurity.

"Luke 13:28; Rev 4:9. The imperfect is also used (Mark 3: II), as well as the
present (Mark 11:25) and the aorist (Mark 11:18).
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is primarily in the clauses introduced by tva, J.!ll, and orrwS where the
future indicative more frequently takes the place of the aorist subjunctive.47 It occurs in both the final and nominal clauses introduced
by these words.
Is there a Distinction in Meaning?
All that has been said thus far would not lead one to expect any
difference in meaning between the future indicative and aorist subjunctive in these clauses-the difference would seem to be formal, not
semantic. But some have insisted upon a distinction in meaning. One
of my students in a Greek exegesis class called to my attention the
view that in I Pet 3: I the future indicative means that the purpose
was guaranteed fulfillment, since the indicative is the mood of actuality. The believing wife who lives a godly life before her unbelieving
husband is assured that she will win her husband. Is this claim valid?
How can it be checked?
Since the claim is based on a grammatical principle, it can be
checked. When the grammars are checked for theoretical statements
about the indicative mood, there are claims that it is the mood of
certainty, of actual statement, etc.; but there is no claim which applies
that principle to this situation. Instead there are explanations such as
those reviewed above, but there is no suggestion of a difference in
meaning.
A study of all the contexts where the idiom occurs is more
decisive, and such a study demonstrates that there are some contexts
where the purpose was actually accomplished, although there is no
indication that it was guaranteed. In most instances, predictably, there
" After Iva: Mark 15:20; Luke 14:10; 20:10; John 7:3; Acts 21:24 (2); Rev 3:9 (2);
6:4, II; 9:4.5; 13:12; 14:13; after Lva 1''': Gal 2:4; I Pet 3:1; Rev 8:3; 9:20; 22:14; after
1''': Luke 11:35; Col 2:8; and after omo" Matt 7:8; Mark 14:2; Heb 3:12.
In addition there are a number of places where the clause contains one or more
subjunctives normally, with a Kat and a future indicative following: Matt 5:25; 13: 16;
Rom 3:4 (after onw,); Eph 6:3; Rev 2: 10. This is capable of two explanations; either it
is another ambivalent use of the future and the verb is simply another dependent on the
conjunction, or it is a new beginning, an additional comment in which the future
indicative stands independently. The latter seems to fit the sense better in most cases.
There are also a number of places where these clauses use indicative verbs
other than the future: aorist (Luke 24:20, after onw" Gal 4:17; I Thess 3:5); perfect
(Gal 4:11); present (I Cor 4:6; Gal 4:17). These are outside our present consideration,
but it may be noted that of those using the aorist and perfect 3 are in contexts
expressing apprehension where even older Greek used
with indicative (cf. BDF,
188) and the other communicates the proper sense although the structure may seem to
be irregular. The two showing present indicatives do appear to be standing where
subjunctives would be expected. At least they illustrate that in Hellenistic Greek the
correspondence between the conjunction and the mood are somewhat relaxed.
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is no indication whether the purpose was realized or not. But there
are a number of instances where the purpose was not realized, and
obviously was not guaranteed. For example, in Luke 20:10 the owner
of the vineyard sent his servant tva ... Mcrollcrtv / 'in order that they
might give him some of the produce'. In Gal 2:4-5 false brethren
sneaked in to spy iva ft~a~ Ka~aODUA.wcroUcrtv o{~ DUO!; 1tpO~ ropav
El~a~E v / 'in order to bring us into bondage. But we did not yield ...
even an hour'. (See also Gal 4: 17 and Mark 14:2.) These examples
demonstrate that the principle "usage determines meaning" is as true
in syntax as it is in lexicography.

